
August 2021 Meeting Minutes 
 
Attending: Nancy Atwood, Virginia Lohr, Chuck Jensen, Sue and Ray Lepore, John Doherty, Pete 
Weymiller, Linda Cohan, Elly Claus-McGahan, Marti and David Lambert, Donna Green, Claire 
Hovde, and Hezekiah Rust. 
 
Introductions: we each summed up in 3 words why we volunteer for CCL.  Some included: 
“Code Red Humanity,” “Depression Anxiety Hope,” “My Grand Kids,” “Fear Hope Love,” “Hope 
Anger Future,” “Animals Children Nature,” “Next 7 Generations,” “Humanity Natural World,” 
“Serious Sorrow Optimist.” 
 
CCL National Call Clips 
Mark Reynolds: The Senate Calling Campaign was a huge success! He calls the current period 
the “most crucial moment in CCL history.”  He gave out some very impressive statistics of 
callers and contacts—totals were far above the goals that were set out. A short video of CCL 
youth making their calls and talking about it was inspiring.  Enthusiasm and optimism 
abounded, how refreshing! 
 
Pamela Benson Owens: special speaker on Effective Listening Skills. (the entire presentation is 
archived on the national CCL website). What kind of a listener are you?  Probably not as good as 
you think!  Try just listening, without any reaction, comment or distraction.  This is her 
Constructivist Listening method, and is especially useful for CCL when interacting with deniers 
or others with whom we disagree.   
 
(Had breakout rooms for discussing the clips, then shared some thoughts with the whole group) 
 
Speaker, John Doherty: The IPCC Report: What does Code Red Mean to Us? 
The meaning of “code red” in a hospital is “The building is on fire! Act immediately!”   
The lengthy IPCC report (there is a shorter 20 page summary with charts and graphs) represents 
a review of 1000’s of peer-reviewed studies from all over the world, done voluntarily  by a 
diverse group of 100’s of scientists.  So the findings are verifiable facts from hard-core science.  
Major findings include that the recent rise in CO2 levels, temperature, and sea level are all the 
highest and are growing at the fastest rates in millions of years. 
A significant thing to note is that in contrast to typical scientific usage of conservative language 
like “possible” or “probable,” this time the scientists are using phrases like “near certainty.”   
It is nearly certain, for instance, that we will reach the 1.5 degree C mark in less than 10 years, 
which sets off multiple tipping points and runaway effects sooner than expected. 
 
WHAT CAN I DO, or better, WHAT AM I GOING TO DO? is the big question for us.  
--Make your activism a part of your personal growth project, to learn patience and optimism 
--“take chances, make mistakes, and get messy!” (thanks, Ms. Frizzle!) 
--seek to understand those who stand in the way, they are married to their ideas due to 
ideology not ignorance (for instance, a Reaganite aversion to big government action) 



--use our behavior, it is a potent tool for changing minds (for example, if a house gets solar 
panels, others in the neighborhood are 30% more likely to do so) 
--engage politically.  There are 130 science deniers in the House.  It’s harder to change their 
minds than to elect new representatives.  The midterm elections are absolutely crucial!  (Derek 
Kilmer asked us to work toward affecting elections in other states—Vote Save America for 
instance) 
We are lucky! We understand the problem AND the solution here.  We are “in the writers’ 
room right now” (Mary Annaise Heglar). Like Frodo, we must persevere without knowing 
whether success or failure awaits us at the end—just because it’s the right thing to do. 
 
(Had breakout rooms to discuss these thoughts—shared questions about tipping points, deniers’ 
mentality, Vote Save America) 
 
Action Team Reports 
Linda Cohan, Tabling: 
We got a booth at the Lakewood Farmers Market August 20th and had a successful day with at 
least 26 actions taken and 4 mailing list signups.  Walking around clipboarding is really working 
well too (Got 5 minutes for climate? is the slogan on the back).  We may try that at another 
farmers market soon, and perhaps at the State Fair. 
Please sign up and use the Forum on the website!  It will help with communication. 
 
John Doherty, Elly Claus-McGahan, Sue Lepore, Lobbying: 
Meeting with Derek Kilmer at Point Ruston—he’s “our guy” about climate, and is as frustrated 
as we are with the lack of carbon pricing.  He referenced the report by the bipartisan House 
Select Committee on the Climate Crisis at www.climatecrisis.house.gov . 
Another meeting with Casey Duff, Senator Cantwell’s aide, is scheduled soon.  
Climate Pierce County is helping to investigate a cooperative approach between the city of Fife 
and the Pierce County Council on sharing resources and strategies on climate action, one of 
several small towns in the county to begin this.  

Several members attended recent 27th district “park chats” with State Representative Jake 
Fey, House Speaker Laurie Jinkins, and Senator Jeannie Darneille. As concerns about mental 
illness, policing, rent gouging, homelessness etc. were brought up, it was soon made clear that 
serious social ills and the climate crisis are deeply connected. We expressed CCL’s appreciation 
to these true climate champions and kept climate a priority in the discussion.  
 
Chuck Jensen, Letters to the Editor: 
Linda Cohan’s letter was published August 15th.  There’s a climate-related article in the TNT 
almost every day, so jump in and try writing a letter too!  The Seattle Times as well. 
 
Sue Lepore, Website: 
Please try to check the website for changes and updates, it has lots of information. The forum is 
a great tool we could use more often.  And please enjoy and contribute to the brand new 
Creative Climate ARTivism page to see the many expressive ways that artists, musicians, 
writers etc are responding to the need for climate activism.   


